MARICOPA COUNTY DUST CONTROL FORECAST
ISSUED Friday, December 19, 2014
Five-day weather outlook:
An upper level ridge and high pressure have begun to establish themselves over the region bringing fair weather to
the area. The ridge will prevent any more precipitation from moving through our area for quite some time. As we
become increasingly influenced by the ridge, temperatures will begin to warm and will likely reach into the 70's early
next week. The high pressure system over us will keep winds light which will prevent any dust from being kicked up
during this forecast period. Without any strong winds expected, the risk of exceeding the PM-10 health standard in
Maricopa County is forecast to remain Low through Wednesday. Check back on Sunday for an updated look at next
week's weather and dust risk! -R.Nicoll
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Day 1: Sat. 12/20/2014

Light terrain driven
winds.

+

Stagnant conditions
expected.

=

LOW

Day 2: Sun. 12/21/2014

Light northerly winds
around 5 mph.

+

No stagnant
conditions expected
due strong upper level
winds.

=

LOW

Day 3: Mon. 12/22/2014

Light northerly winds
around 5 mph.

+

No stagnant
conditions expected
due strong upper level
winds.
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LOW

=

LOW

EXTENDED OUTLOOK

Day 4: Tue. 12/23/2014

Light northerly winds
around 5 mph.

+

No stagnant
conditions expected
due strong upper level
winds.

Day 5: Wed. 12/24/2014

Light terrain driven
winds.

+

Stagnant conditions
expected.

The Maricopa County Dust Control Action Forecast is issued to assist in the planning of work
activities to help reduce dust pollution. A recorded message of this forecast can be accessed at
602-771-2368. To review the complete air quality forecast for the Phoenix metropolitan area,
as well as the health impacts and reduction methods for different air pollutants, call 602-7712367 for recorded forecast information or click on ADEQ's Air Quality Forecast at
http://www.azdeq.gov/environ/air/ozone/ensemble.pdf.
JRP 04/28/2011

